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Culture, Tourism, Europe and External Relations Committee 

Inquiry - Immigration 

Written submission from SOLACE Scotland 

There’s an old saying in Scotland, ‘we’re a’ Jock Tamson’s Bairns’ but have we ever 
thought further about the true meaning of this and how we might apply it to modern 
day Scotland’s values, and moral code? We probably dismiss it: however, it might 
just have resonance today particularly when we think about how we treat the diverse 
migrants settling in Scotland.  

Firstly, we must start from the assumption that local authorities are at the forefront of 
providing essential services to migrants, refugees and asylum seekers. Secondly, we 
must note that we are operating in a time of profound economic, political and social 
uncertainty with the UK’s negotiations on departure from the EU. Questions around 
migration and borders are very much at the heart of current political discourse. 
Before setting about our response to the Culture, Tourism, Europe and External 
Relations Committee’s Immigration Enquiry it is essential to understand the make-up 
of Scotland and its regions. We’ve used two areas to demonstrate some of the 
nuances of our urban and rural areas and the nuances of the people who live there. 

Understanding our population 

Glasgow is Scotland’s largest city with a population of 593,245 it has 11.2% of the 
national population and 0.9% of the UK total. It is a city with a long history of 
migration. The challenges and opportunities that both immigration and emigration 
bring to Glasgow are multi-faceted and complex, however Glasgow welcomes 
people to our city that enrich the cultural fabric and contribute to our economy.  

Whilst Dumfries and Galloway’s experience of migration and immigration is 
somewhat different to that of Glasgow it is no less relevant. Its population is 150,270 
with almost a quarter being over 65 years old. The gap between the younger age 
group and the older is widening, by 2037 it is predicted that Dumfries and Galloway’s 
working age population will have declined by 14.3%. In terms of the diversity of its 
population only 1.24% identified in the 2011 Census as being of ‘other ethnic group’, 
this is much lower than the Scottish average of 4.06%. Dumfries and Galloway’s 
migration tends to come from other UK nationals moving to the area. Over the last 
ten to fifteen years more eastern European migrants have moved to the area for 
work however few have made their long-term home here. Migration not only provides 
labour into our workforce; when properly planned it just as importantly sustains, 
strengthens and adds diversity and cultural richness to our communities and to our 
wider country. 

Migration is redefining Glasgow’s demographic profile. Between 2001 and 2011 
there was a 6% drop in the White Scottish/British/Irish population and a 
corresponding 119% increase amongst all ethnic minorities. It’s worth noting that 
categorisation for ethnic groups changed between the two census which caused 
rising figures across the country for Black and Ethnic Minority population. This trend 
in the city’s ethnic minority population is upward across all registered categories. 
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However, between the 2001 and 2011 census the biggest increase (121%) was in 
‘Non-British White’ residents, reflecting the significant number of EU-migrants 
coming to Glasgow, particularly after 2004. These numbers included significant 
student numbers from other EU countries, encouraged by the Scottish Government’s 
policy of free higher education.  

In 2016 there were 6,400 students from other EU Member States studying in the city 
(of a total 15,000 overseas students). In addition, the city has a large and growing 
number of Chinese students, which numbered over 6,000 at the latest count. How 
the city optimises the potential asset of this large foreign talent pool is the source of 
a growing discussion in the city.  

These figures show the challenge and opportunity for Glasgow in terms of providing 
services for people but also the economic opportunity for both the individuals and the 
businesses employing them. Whilst Dumfries and Galloway hasn’t experienced the 
same influx of people to its region it is looking to the future. Our region needs 
migrant labour and with it our communities need younger people and families to 
keep those communities vibrant. 

Scotland’s Immigration Discussion 

We are all equal in terms of nationality, gender, race, ability, religion or sexual 
orientation. We are due the same courtesy and consideration from public bodies, 
particularly as they design and deliver services with and for us. Policies impact on 
everyone, no matter whether they were born here, chose to move her or have fled 
persecution in their home country and we are all entitled to be treated with dignity 
and respect. 

If we want to harness the potential of those who come to this country, we need to 
ensure that mainstream services are available and fit for purpose. Universality and 
equality of access will ensure that both new and more settled communities feel 
supported. 

It is essential that we have a national conversation that explores the benefits of 
migration for this country, the role that migrants play and why they are invaluable to 
our economy and communities.  That conversation needs to address issues of 
labour shortage, especially with an ageing population as well as how they contribute 
to our businesses, bringing new skills and experiences and already contribute to our 
NHS. In doing so we can start to change the negative narrative that currently 
surrounds migration. However, we cannot ignore that some communities feel their 
world changing around them, it is therefore essential that local authorities are 
equipped to manage the impact of concentrated migration.  

The role of the local authority is to create the right environment for people to flourish; 
for businesses to be supported and to grow; the end result being vibrant sustainable 
and inclusive communities. Regional Economic and Skills Plans allows regions to 
identify skills gaps, future needs for their areas and the method to plan to fulfil these 
needs. Immigration is one significant way to help us overcome these challenges.  

For example Dumfries and Galloway’s economy will need more care workers in 
coming years we need a system that will allow those who wish to work in this sector 
into the UK. In contrast Glasgow has seen an influx of migrant students both from 
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Europe and the Far East, Scotland needs to be able to harness this talent once 
these students are qualified. We want them to stay and build their careers in 
Scotland whilst enriching the communities in which they live.   

Scotland needs an immigration policy that is joined up, coordinated and integrates 
with regional planning. If we look at previous practice across the UK we see 
examples of the silo nature of how public sector bodies have addressed immigration 
in the past. Often the only time public bodies have been corporately aware of 
immigrants is in a time of crisis. This isn’t good enough. Our past approach seemed 
to be designed to prevent rather than enable. We did not present a welcome mat to 
those wishing to bring their skills and expertise to our country. Our immigration policy 
has provided the ‘gatekeeper’ service with current rhetoric and public concern 
emphasising this. Whilst there is always concern about who comes into our country 
this must not be allowed to disproportionately influence future policy making.  

We have to put in place the building blocks that allow change to happen. A regional 
system that can be cascaded down to a more local level that takes account of the 
economic diversity within Scotland. Agricultural communities have different needs to 
those of our cities and urban areas. We need our immigration system to recognise 
and understand the needs and aspirations of the people seeking to come to the UK 
to enable them to be directed to the areas that can best match their needs and in 
turn have the economic gaps filled by the most appropriate immigrants.  

We know the forecast for our demographics for the next twenty years, be it in 
Dumfries and  

Galloway, Glasgow or elsewhere in Scotland, we need to use this opportunity to plan 
for the future and not be surprised in twenty years that we don’t have the right people 
with the right skills to fill the job vacancies that we have. The work being undertaken 
by the Scottish Government on regional planning is critical; we need to overlay the 
work on regional planning with our thinking and planning for a 21st Century 
immigration policy; one can’t exist without the other. We need to do better than we 
currently are; our country and future generations deserve it. 

Aspirations and Conclusion 

We need an immigration policy that matches the needs and aspiration of potential 
migrants to the needs and aspirations of our communities and economy, whilst, 
recognising that one size doesn’t fit all. We want our immigration policy to welcome 
people; use appropriate checks and balances and be responsive to national and 
regional needs. 

We want to harness the skills and expertise of migrants to help them chose Scotland 
as their permanent home. Whatever immigration system we have needs to 
remember ‘we’re a’ Jock Tamson’s bairns’ and treat everyone with respect and 
dignity. 
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The table below gives brief details of the options being consulted on by the Scottish Government, as outlined in Dr Hepburn’s 
report, and some of the questions it raises for local authorities in Scotland. In considering the proposals this response does not 
consider them as being options, rather than a ‘pick and mix’: 
 

Proposal Will it work for us? 

1. Developing Scottish Migrant Integration 
& Reception policies 
a. Codifying the services and rights of 

migrants in Scotland 
b. One Scotland, Many Cultures 

campaign 

 Yes as an initial first step in addressing Scotland’s particular needs of falling birth 
rates, ageing population, schools closing and communities diminishing. 

 This helps us look at the needs of migrants as people and the needs of existing 
communities 

 Important to ensure integration and retention of migrants; requires work with both 
migrant and receiving communities 

 There has been heavy reliance on third sector organisations to date to fill gaps in 
migrant reception 

 A partnership approach is required between public agencies, business and migrant 
workers 

 Different reception system is required for vulnerable migrants and skilled migrants 
 

2. International Outreach Activities in 
Immigration 
a. Creation of multi-media resources to 

advertise Scotland abroad 
b. Adding an advisory immigration 

remit to current Scottish offices 
abroad 

c. Expanding the number of Scottish 
offices abroad 

d. Promote immigration to Scotland 
during trade talks 

 Like option 1 above this lets Scotland determine its own response to its needs both in 
terms of business and communities. However, any outreach work currently 
undertaken must fit within the parameters of UK immigration policy are we confident 
that Scotland’s needs can still be met with this approach? 

 This approach must also link with local/regional economic strategies and economic 
development activities such as Invest Glasgow or Borderlands  

 It must also link with academia; as this is often the first contact with potential migrants 
and families 

 Within this programme consideration of support services that can be provided in 
people’s home countries must be considered such as preparing people for the 
cultural differences and possible language training to ensure that people are as 
prepared as possible for their initial stay in Scotland.  
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3. Increasing Scottish influence in UK 
decision-making 
a. Scottish representation on the 

Migrant Advisory Committee 
b. Revising and expanding the Scottish 

Shortage Occupation List 
c. Creation of JMC sub-committee on 

Immigration 
d. Dissemination of Population 

Strategy for Scotland 
 

 As a first step this would be welcome. Scotland would need to ensure that its input 
takes account of both rural and urban needs and aspirations 

 Within a Dissemination of Population  for Scotland Strategy there will need to be 
account taken of the needs of all communities be they rural, agricultural dairy and 
fruit, crofting business needs as well as access to housing and services 

 Immigration policy must take account of the services required by migrant families as 
well as the economic needs of the country 

4. Scottish Sectoral Arrangements  
a. Creating a new postgraduate work 

visa for Scotland 
b. Temporary work permits for 

seasonal migrants in Scotland 
c. Creating ‘European Talent: Working 

in Scotland’ scheme 

 Yes this would be welcomed, but it does come with a health warning from local 
authorities  

 There is a danger of creating an elitist scheme which we would want to stray away 
from that 

 It needs to be correlated to skills shortages/needs in Scotland 

 Creating a postgraduate work visa may well meet the needs of some employment 
shortages however it won’t meet the needs of the care sector  

 Temporary work permits may work up to a point but it needs to be flexible to meet 
rural needs 

  Creating ‘European Talent: working in Scotland’ scheme is one thing but as long as it 
takes cognisance of the variety of employment opportunities required to be met in 
Scotland 
 

5. Devolving administrative aspects of 
immigration 
a. Creation of a Scottish Work Permit 

processing office(s) 

 This option has limited benefit for Scotland, whilst it could speed up the processing of 
applications it doesn’t give any further flexibility on who comes into the country as this 
would remain with the UK 

 The creation of a new service and the potential for it to bring jobs to Scotland would 
be welcomed 
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6. Scottish Visa Sponsorship Schemes 
a. Create a state wide visa framework 

that all regions are eligible for 
b. Create a single regional visa 

framework for Scotland only 
c. Create multiple bilateral 

programmes for each region 
d. Create a single bilateral programme 

for Scotland only 
 

 Yes this would be welcomed again with a note of caution  

 Whatever the model it needs to reflect the diverse needs of Scotland’s regional 
economies 

7. Devolving Control over Selection to 
Scotland 
a. Creating a Scottish PBS alongside 

the UK PBS 
b. Enabling Scotland to create a new 

immigration system 

 Devolving powers to Scotland could be welcomed. However, the option as described 
in the report talks mainly about numbers and proportion of the UK quota being 
devolved to Scotland. This raises many questions for local authorities: how would this 
meet our regional economic needs? How does this allow us to meet the needs and 
aspirations of potential migrants to our community and social needs as well as 
economic? 

 More practically Scottish Borders and Dumfries and Galloway border England with 
Dumfries and Galloway also bordering Northern Ireland what’s the impact for both 
councils- introduction of border control?  

 If someone is allowed to live and work in Scotland do they have free movement rights 
across the UK? To work? To play? 

 This only works if Scotland has the freedom to determine its own immigration policy, 
within a framework from the UK, but one which recognises our economic, cultural and 
social needs  

 Again we need to ensure that this system is not designed to cater for the elite  
 

 

 


